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 Background: The evolution of cloud computing paved way for the introduction of the 

m-healthcare system. The m-healthcare social networks also called the mobile 
healthcare networks, shares the Personal Health Information (PHI) among the patients 

who are suffering from the same disease for the purpose of mutual support, and it is 

also shared across distributed healthcare providers for medical treatment. Objective: 
To build a contemporary m-healthcare model that would fulfill the needs of the 

patients. To enhance the security and privacy of the patients’ Personal Health Records 

(PHR) and information from various attacks such as eavesdropping and tampering.  
Results: A contemporary model that can fulfill the needs of the patients is built that 

secures the PHR’s from eavesdropping and tampering. Conclusion: The m-healthcare 

model helps provides the patient with a better functionalities. The security of the 
proposed construction is increased in EMPMCS: Enhanced Multilevel Privacy 

preserving m-healthcare Cloud computing System. 
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INTRODUCTION 

 

The cloud computing which is a recently 

evolved metaphor based on utility of the computing 

resources, it involves the deployment of remote 

servers and software networks which allows 

centralized data storage and also online access to 

remote services and networks.  

The m-healthcare is the abbreviation of mobile 

healthcare, the term which is used in providing 

treatment for the patients online and also supported 

by mobile devices. The m-healthcare field has now 

been emerging as a segment of e-health care. The m-

healthcare makes the maximum usage of  the 

information and communication technology which 

includes the communication satellite, PC’s, mobile 

phones etc., in order to provide health services and 

information. The m-healthcare applications involves 

the collecting of community and clinical health data 

using the mobile devices. It also involves the 

delivery of healthcare information to patients, 

practitioners and researchers. It is also used in real-

time monitoring of patient for diagnosis, and direct 

provision of care.  

The m-healthcare mobile social network has 

nowadays emerged as a reassuring next-generation 

healthcare system which is increasingly adopted by 

the US and European governments. With the rapid 

development of sensor and wireless communication 

technologies the m-healthcare can help patients better 

manage their health related activities. It helps to 

maintain the personal health information records – 

such as the immunization records, laboratory results, 

screening due date etc. By maintaining the records in 

electronic form makes it easier for the patients to 

update the records and also share the same.  

When the patient is provided with a facility of 

tracking the personal health information and have the 

health information tools to manage their health, they 

become more informed about the health and 

healthcare information moreover it promotes better 

health care by enabling the patients manage the 

personal health information from various providers 

which improves the synchronization. Online m-

healthcare can also ensures that the patients’ 

information is made available in case of an 

emergencies and also when the patients are traveling. 

The enhanced multilevel privacy preserving m-

healthcare brings in a direct and secure 

communication between the patients and the 

healthcare providers. It also make the process of 

communicating with the patients faster and easier. 

This paper proposes a methodology in which, the 

patients can be informed prior in case a health 
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problems arise and improvises the patient – service 

provider relationship. 

 

Related Work: 

A Cryptographic Key Management Solution 

(CKMS) for HIPAA Privacy/Security Regulations 

was proposed by B. Lee and C.D Lee (2008) in 

which the security regulations stipulate the 

provisions to guard data integrity, confidentiality, 

and availability and less importance is given to 

tampering.  

A design for a secure interoperable cloud-based 

Personal Health Record service was proposed by 

Hsieh, G. et al, (2012). In this paper the portability 

and interoperability was enhanced using the 

Continuity of Care Document (CCD).This was used 

for both storing and exchanging the PHR 

information for an individual. 

Privacy and emergency response in e-healthcare 

leveraging wireless body sensor networks proposed 

by Jinyuan Sun et al, (2010) a model for leveraging 

Wireless Body Sensor Networks (WBSN) which 

requires that some Body Sensor devices need to be 

attached to the patient always. The limited 

availability of the body sensors the process becomes 

tedious. The location privacy of the patients becomes 

a question since the patient’s body sensors are 

continuously tracked, the location about the patient 

also gets updated which is a serious security and 

privacy issue. 

Cryptography Based Secure EHR System for 

Patient Privacy and Emergency Healthcare was 

proposed by Jinyuan Sun et al, (2011), which 

provides adequate privacy for the patients using 

advanced cryptographic tools and also gives an 

option for providing treatment to the patients in case 

of an emergency for life saving purposes. It meets 

the security goals such as the confidentiality, 

availability, access control, data integrity and fails to 

support the eavesdropping and tampering.  

A secure m-healthcare social networks with its 

challenges, counter measures and future directions 

was proposed by Jun Zhou, et al (2013). A wide 

range of cyber-attacks are inculcated into this paper. 

It also provides the distributed architecture of the m-

healthcare system. In this design, each of the node 

chooses an optimal link which possesses the highest 

predicted quality. 

Authorized Private Keyword Search over 

Encrypted Personal Health Records was proposed by 

Li, Ming et al, (2011), a scheme which brings in the 

necessity of search. It also deals with the 

authorization which reduces the privacy exposure 

from the search results. It establishes a scalable 

framework for Authorized Private Keyword Search 

(APKS) over encrypted cloud data. 

A novel solutions dealing with the technicality 

for the purpose of maintaining the privacy of EHR 

was proposed by P. Ray et al (2006). Since the 

information that are present in this records contains 

patient healthcare information that needs to be 

shared amongst the healthcare providers and 

professionals. The privacy of the EHR have been an 

impediment to the implementation of the EHR/ EPR 

/EMR systems.  

Spoc: It is a secure and an opportunistic 

computing framework in case of an emergency in 

mobile healthcare was proposed by R. Lu et al, 

(2013). It is based on a scalar product computation 

technique which is extensively used for privacy 

preserving, since each and every attribute requires a 

scalar product calculation it meets with computation 

overhead in processing the PHI data. 

The Security Models and Requirements for the 

Healthcare Application in Clouds was proposed by 

R. Zhang, et al (2010). It describes 

a security reference model in the arena of EHR for 

the sake of managing the security issues. It 

highlights three important components in securing an 

EHR cloud. They are the, countermeasure, state of 

art techniques and the use case scenario. 

Physiological Signal based Entity 

Authentication for Body Area Sensor Networks and 

Mobile Healthcare Systems was proposed by S.-D. 

Bao,et al (2005) in which a unique solution is 

provided in order to handle the 

entity authentication in body area sensor network is 

provided. 

Exploiting Prediction to Enable Secure and 

Reliable Routing in Wireless Body Area Networks 

was proposed by X. Liang, et al (2012). This paper 

provides a Prediction based 

Reliable routing framework for 

emerging Wireless Body Area Networks. It can be 

unified with a specific routing protocol. 

 SAGE: A Strong Privacy-Preserving Scheme 

against Global Eavesdropping for eHealth Systems 

was proposed by Xiaodong Lin et al, (2009).  This 

was a scheme developed against evesdropping for 

the ehealth systems. Since the main focus of the 

paper is on evesdropping, the other types of security 

breaches such as tampering were not much taken 

into consideration. 

Security and privacy in RFID and its 

applications was proposed by Y. Xiao, et al (2006) 

in telemedicine are provided. Radio frequency 

identification systems provides many 

interesting applications which helps in telemedicine, 

inventory control and supply chain management. 

The related works in the existing system, we 

mainly consider a paper  proposed  by  Zhou, J. et 

al. (2014)  which  provides  a  novel authorized 

accessible privacy model (AAPM). The AAPM 

proposes a procedure in which the patients 

authorize the physicians. This is validated by 

setting up an access tree which supports a 

flexible threshold predicate. B ased on this, a 

technique of attribute-based designated verifier 

signature, a patient s e l f - controllable m u l t i -

level privacy-preserving cooperative 
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authentication scheme (PSMPA) was proposed. 

This paper provides th r ee  l e v e l s  o f  security a n d  

privacy requirement in distributed m-healthcare 

cloud computing s y s t e m . There are multiple 

owners available who can encrypt the contents in 

their own way, preferably by using the different set 

of cryptographic keys. It allows each of the user to 

obtain the cryptographic keys from every owner 

whose PHR he/she wants to read, since the 

accessibility of the records could be limited as 

patients cannot be expected to be available online 

always. An alternative solution to this problem is 

provided which is to employ a central authority 

(CA). It can do the key management on the behalf of 

all the PHR owners. But the drawback to this 

procedure is that it requires too much of dependence 

on a single authority. 

 

M-Health Care System: 

The m-healthcare system allows the direct and 

riskless transfer of information between the patients 

and the healthcare providers. It also makes the 

process of communicating with the patients and the 

healthcare providers faster and easier. With the rapid 

development of wireless communication 

technologies the m-healthcare system can help the 

patients to manage their health and its related 

activities better. 

In the m-healthcare system the patient is capable 

to track their health records in a period of time. They 

are provided with a series of information and tools in 

order to manage their health. This makes them more 

knowledgeable about their health and gets them 

engaged about health care. 

 

Sghg Algorithm: 

This work proposes SGHG (Salt Generator Hash 

Generator) algorithm that uses the binary encryption 

mechanism. The binary encryption provides a 

ground for text encryption, with the following 

precision: 

Step1: The encrypted results of the text are 

encoded in the form of   hexadecimal. 

Step2: It is now stored in the form of US-ASCII 

characters.  

Step3: Encoding of the output is calculated 

using the setStringOutputType method. 

The following are the steps followed in order to 

create digest in the algorithm: 

Step 1: Initially a salt is generated pertaining to 

a specific size. If the randomly selected size of the 

salt is zero, then the salt will not be used. In order to 

pertain higher security it is commendable to obtain a 

random salt generator by default. 

Step 2: For security purpose the salt is affixed 

before the beginning of the original message. 

Step 3: The salt appended message is now 

applied with a hash function, and then the same 

procedure is done  to the results of the function for 

the required number of iterations. 

Step 4: If a random salt generator is used, the 

salt that is undigested is appended or added to the 

beginning or starting of the hash result. 

It can be schematically expressed in bytes: 

• DIGEST = |S|..(ssb)..|S|H|H|H|...|H| 

o S: S is the plain salt bytes which is not 

digested and if only the random salt generator is 

used 

o ssb: size of the salt represented in bytes. 

o H:It is the bytes that is obtained as a result 

of  hashing. 

• |H|H|H|...|H| = F(F(F(..(i)..F(N|N|N|...|N|)))) 

o F:F is the hash function algorithm. 

o i: Number of iterations. 

o N:N is the input for the hashing process 

• |N|N|N|...|N| = |S|..(ssb)..|S|M|M|M...|M| 

o S:. S is the plain salt bytes which is not 

digested and if only the random salt generator is 

used 

o ssb: size of the salt represented in bytes. 

o M: message in form of bytes. 

 

Two digests created for a same message will not 

be unique when a random salt generator is used. In 

this case the result of the digest method will 

comprise of  both the undigested salt(the message 

that is not appended with the salt bytes) and the 

digest of the salt and the message together. This is 

done so since another digest operation can be 

handled  on a different message with the same salt in 

order to check if both of the messages match. 

 

Architecture: 

The general architecture of the enhanced 

multilevel privacy preserving m-healthcare system is 

given as follows. 

We have proposed a contemporary framework 

of Personal Health Record (PHR) in cloud 

computing for sharing the health information in a 

secure manner. When we consider the cloud server it 

is partially ethical since the PHR involves the 

patient–centric concept in which the patients must be 

allowed to have complete control of their PHR files 

through encryption and providing a fine –grained 

access.  

We have provided a profound analysis of the 

scalability and complexity of our proposed enhanced 

multilevel privacy preserving m-healthcare system 

which helps in sharing the solution, with reference to 

multiple metrics in computation such as the, key 

management, storage, and communication. We also 

compare our scheme to several previous ones in 

complexity, scalability and security. In this enhanced 

multilevel privacy preserving m-healthcare system 

we introduce a hybrid algorithm to secure the data in 

the cloud. This algorithm provide a scalability and 

more security compared with the existing system. 
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Fig. 3.1: Architecture diagram of EMPMCS: Enhanced Multilevel Privacy preserving m-healthcare Cloud 

computing System                                                             

 

 It ensures that the health information captured 

by a system is true depiction of the Personal Health 

Information and that it has not been subjected to any 

changes in any way with paper-based medical 

records and prescriptions. 

The EHR and PHR, are the electronic versions 

of patient health information. The basic difference 

between the EHR and the PHR is that, the PHRs are 

controlled by patients themselves, whereas the EHRs 

are managed by the healthcare providers. The e-

Health requires that the entire health information is 

digitized and restructured which also includes the 

management, production and supply.  The new 

phenomenon, of providing an ubiquitous health 

services at affordable prices, has been recently 

adopted by different countries. 

The healthcare providers nowadays use one or 

more form of electronic medical records that are 

available over the cloud computing systems. 

Generally, a patient can have many healthcare 

service providers, which may include the physicians, 

specialists such as dentists, and therapists. Moreover, 

a patient can register with several health insurance 

companies for different types of insurances, which 

may include medical, dental, vision etc. The EHR of 

a patient is available at various locations in the 

healthcare community networks 

We also provide a collection of data or 

information of a individual’s health information that 

has been gathered from different means or sources 

such as the health care providers, pharmaceuticals, 

insurance companies etc.  A PHR generally includes 

the information about medications, allergies, 

vaccinations, etc. 

It also confirms that the access requesting the 

entity is authentic and true. It also checks the 

veracity of the requesting entity. In the healthcare 

systems, the information that are provided by the 

healthcare providers and the identities or the 

originality of the patients using such information 

must be verified. We have presented a novel model 

for preserving privacy of the patients’ health 

information in the untrusted cloud. 

This paper emphasizes on a patient centric, 

enhanced multilevel privacy preserving m-healthcare 

system model. The anonymity level of the system is 

maintained by the user.  

In the proposed approach, the Personal Health 

Information that has to be transferred and stored in 

the cloud is encrypted automatically through Private 

Key Encryption (PKE). When a patient needs to 

connect with the physician or the healthcare 

provider, this system model authenticates the 

identity of the patient. 

The system model can be effectively handled by 

using biometric authentication technology, in order 

to maximize the authentication, confidentiality, 

integrity, privacy and security of personal health 

information. Though the security breaches is 

common in all the information and technology 

sources and also it does occur, electronic health 

information can better be secured than paper based 

prescriptions provided by the health care provider 

because the security features such as authentication, 

authorization, auditing and accountability can be 

provided. 

The capabilities of m-healthcare system require 

that the information stored in the PHR is transmitted 

securely and accessed only by the authorized users. 

Many patients entrust healthcare providers with their 

primary care data with the expectations that their 

privacy and confidentiality are not violated. The use 

of secure authentication in PHR has the potential to 

maximize the secure exchange of health information 

and limit access only to authorized users. 

The decryption process in this system model 

involves a sub key to be generated. This sub key is 

obtained from a master private key. The patients are 

provided with the decryption keys in order to grant 
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access for them to view certain parts of the health 

record.  

A certain authority is required in order to ensure 

that the users are valid to get the decryption keys for 

reading and writing the information. The data is 

encrypted using a sub key that is generated from a 

master private key and only the users who have the 

valid license are capable of decrypting the contents 

and using it. 

The advantages of the enhanced multilevel 

privacy preserving m-healthcare system is given as 

follows: 

•We inhibit the unauthorized users’ to gain read 

and write access to the PHRs, while the legitimate 

users can access the server with accountability. 

•The personal domain and public domains are 

supported by the PHR system. 

•The system is highly scalable since the users 

from the public domain can be large in size and 

unpredictable. 

 

RESULT  AND DISCUSSION 

 

The enhanced multilevel privacy preserving m-

healthcare applications is designed in such a way 

that it can also include the use of mobile devices for 

collecting health data. It is also used in the delivery 

of healthcare information to patients, physicians and 

health care providers. It can also be used in real-time 

monitoring of patient. 

An emphasis was done on a patient centric, 

enhanced multilevel privacy preserving m-healthcare 

system model. The model uses a scheme called as 

anonymous signature scheme for increasing the 

authenticity and integrity of the health records. It 

also makes sure that the entity which requests for the 

access is genuine and authentic. The identities of 

both the patients and the physicians are verified.           

In this method the security is increased and the 

patient’s attributes are encrypted using password 

based encryption, and also encrypted using hash 

function of the salt and attribute together using the 

SGHG algorithm and also it helps in preventing the 

attributes from privacy leakage. The security and 

anonymity level of our proposed construction is 

enhanced in multilevel privacy preserving m-

healthcare system. 

The decryption operation (Fig 4.1) is carried out 

in a secure manner since it incorporates a sub key 

that is derived from a master private key. The 

decryption keys are distributed by the patients to 

grants access over certain parts of the medical 

record. Moreover the approach provides an efficient 

mechanism for search ability of the encrypted data. 

The approach assumes the presence of multiple 

trusted authorities in the PHR system.  

 

 
 

Fig. 4.1: decrypted with decryption key 

 

The physician is provided with the secret key via his email (Fig 4.2) in order to decrypt the health problems 

given by the patients. 

 
  

Fig. 4.2: Secret key generation to decrypt the PHI 
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After decrypting the health problems sent by the patients, the physician can provide the prescription as 

shown in the figure 4.3  below 

 

 
 

Fig. 4.3: Doctor prescription 

 

The capabilities of m-healthcare system is 

increased such that the information stored in the 

PHR is transmitted securely and accessed only by 

the authorized users. It is also made sure that many 

patients entrust healthcare providers with their 

primary care data. The patients can request the 

prescriptions through a valid login provided by the 

service provider as shown in figure 4.4 The 

expectations that their privacy and confidentiality are 

not violated are fulfilled . The use of secure 

authentication in PHR has the potential to maximize 

the secure exchange of health information and limit 

access only to authorised users. 

 

 
 

Fig. 4.4: Patient requesting prescription 

 

After the login authentication is complete the patient is provided with the prescriptions provided by the 

physician as shown in the figure 4.5 which shows that the privacy of the patient health record is maintained. 

 

 
 

Fig. 4.5:  Privacy for Patient Health Record 
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From the above analysis it is made sure that this 

paper proposes a far enhanced system rather than the 

existing systems. A table 1 is given below to show 

that the enhanced multilevel privacy preserving m-

healthcare system model performs better than the 

existing systems. 

 
Table 1:  Enhanced Performance of EMPMCS 

 
  

The various approaches are inculcated 

effectively that are handled by using biometric 

authentication technology. The intention to 

maximize the authentication, confidentiality, 

integrity, privacy and security of personal health 

information was fulfilled. 

 

Conclusion: 

The enhanced multilevel privacy preserving m-

health cloud computing system increases the security 

and privacy of the patients’ personal health records 

from different types of  attacks such as 

eavesdropping and tampering. In this paper, we have 

proposed an enhanced multilevel m-healthcare 

system, in which we have enhanced the existing 

techniques like a novel authorized accessible privacy 

model (AAPM) and attribute-based designated 

verifier signature. 

In this method the security is increased since the 

patient’s attributes are encrypted using password 

based encryption, and also encrypted using hash 

function of the salt and attribute together using the 

SGHG algorithm and also it deals with the privacy 

leakage. The security and anonymity level of our 

proposed construction is enhanced in multilevel 

privacy preserving m-healthcare system. 

 

Future Enhancement: 

The future enhancement of this proposed paper 

would consider the designing of a secure m-

healthcare systems that would consider the conflicts 

that arises from various functional requirements. It 

could focus mainly over the effective and also 

efficient response to medical emergencies. The 

future approach could be designed in such a way to 

reduce the fatalities due to acute diseases. 
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